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 contains     “Catena” is the    

  sentence   catenae    Latin word for     

 This   15     „chain‟. 

 This sentence contains 15 catenae. 

According to the definition, any tree or subtree of a tree is a catena. 

Individual words (5): this, sentence, contains, 15, catenae; 

Word combinations (9): This sentence, This sentence contains, This sentence con-

tains…catenae, sentence contains, sentence contains…catenae, sentence contains 15 catenae, 

contains…catenae, contains 15 catenae and 15 catenae; 

The entire sentence (1).   5+9+1=15 

Total number of word combinations  = 2
5(= number of words) 

-1 = 31 

Number of non-catena word combinations = 31 – 15 = 16 

Non-catenae word combinations (16): This…contains, This…15, This…catenae, 

This…contains 15, This…contains…catenae, This…contains 15 catenae, This…15 catenae, 

sentence…15, sentence…catenae, sentence contains 15, sentence…15 catenae, contains 15, 

This sentence…15, This sentence…catenae, This sentence…15 catenae, This sentence con-

tains 15 

The catena is central to the analysis of IDIOMS, ELLIPSIS, PREDICATES, CONSTRUCTIONS, DIS-

PLACEMENT and of many other phenomena.  

Idioms: threw            Ellipsis:   have 

  She       book at          boys    played        -Gapping 

         the       him   The          soccer   in 

  She threw the book  at  him.                             yard 

                                                the 

Predicates:  heard           The boys have played soccer  in the yard, and 

     He     her          the  girls have played hockey  in the street. 

     He heard  her.     Constructions:     works   SV-construction of English 

   will                That  really               VERBfinite 

 He    have             That  really works      SUBJECT 

         heard             klappt       V2-construction of German 

             her     Vielleicht      das           VERBfinite 

 He will have heard her.     Vielleicht klappt  das.     DEPENDENT  

Catena: A WORD OR A 

COMBINATION OF WORDS 

THAT IS CONTINUOUS WITH 

RESPECT TO DOMINANCE 
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Rising is the means by which projectivity violations (=discontinuities, displacements) are 

“overcome”. 

Standard projectivity violations               Projectivity violations overcome via    

here on the left:                       rising here on the right: 

    do                                     

      you think         Wh-fronting        do 

What                   (type 1 rising)    What     you thinkg 

What  do you think?                   What  do  you think? 

      occurred                   

Something               Extraposition         occurred 

           to          (type 1 rising)   Somethingg     to 

             take                            take 

                seriously                          seriously    

Something occurred to take  seriously.         Something occurred to take  seriously. 

Rising Principle                    The dashed---dependency edge indicates 

It must be the case that either              the presence of rising; the underline  

(i) the head of the risen catena or  (type 1 rising)   identifies the risen catena; the g-subscript 

(ii) the risen catena itself      (type 2 rising)   marks the governor of the risen catena;  

dominates the governor of the risen catena.         and the italics mark the rising catena.  

Standard projectivity violations              Projectivity violations overcome via 

here on the left:                      rising here on the right: 

   asked                 Wh-fronting      asked 

She             might     (type 2 rising)  She     what 

             you     think                        might      

       what                               you     thinkg   

She asked what  you might think.         She asked what you might think. 

  ideas              Rel. pronoun fronting  ideas 

the           are           (type 2 rising)  the     that 

         you    examining                      are 

      that                               you    examiningg 

the ideas  that you are  examining          the ideas  that you are  examining 

Type 1 rising is characteristic of wh-fronting in matrix clauses, topicalization, extraposition,  

and scrambling. Type 2 rising is characteristic of wh-fronting in subordinate clauses and relati-

ve proform fronting. Rising catenae are key to exploring the nature of these discontinuity types. 
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Inflection:       -n 

  -s  -ed  -s  -er  -ta  -ku 

 read  walk   boat  Kind   mi  haya 

 read -s walk -ed boat -s Kind -er-n mi -ta  haya -ku 

 read -3SG walk -PST boat -PL child -PL-DAT see -PST  quick -ADV 

        Ger.‘children’ Jap.‘saw’ Jap.‘quickly’ 

Derivation: -i 

  -ing  -ly  -er  -lich  -na  

 row  quick  read  kind  mi   

 row -ing quick -ly read -er kind -lich mi 

 row -PROG quick -ADV read -PRS child -SMB see -NEG -NPST 

         Ger.‘childish’ Jap.‘don’t see’ 

Compounds: 

  room  tire  ball have  forget  

 dark-  truck-  dodge-   -not  -me -not 

 dark- room truck- tire dodge- ball have -not forget -me -not 

 lexical  syntactic verb-noun Aux-adverb clausal compound 

 compound compound bahuvrihi bahuvrihi 

Non-concatenative morphology: ¨  a a  a ´ 

 Vater g d l k nn anda  

 Väter  gadal kann andá 

 Ger.‘fathers’ Heb.‘grew’ Ger.‘can’ Ngiti:‘uncles’ 

Bracketing paradoxes: 

    -er        -ist 

   philosoph     -ity   scient 

  -al     -atical   -ic 

 mor    un- gramm   atom 

 mor -al philosoph -er un- gramm -atical -ity atom -ic scient -ist 

Periphrasis: wird 

 has              -n 

   -en           sei 

  be           -en  

     -ing       word 

    be       -t 

       -ed  ge-  

      discuss    mach 

 has be -en be -ing discuss -ed wird ge- mach -t word -en sei -n 

        will PFV- do -PRT PASS -PRT be -INF 

        Ger.‘will have been done’  
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Simple clitics: 

 am -m would -d will -ll are -re 

 I  I you you she she we we 

 I am I ’m you would you ’d she will she ’ll we are we ’re 

English possessive -s: hat  car 

 -s -s 

 queen man 

 the of the  door 

 England next 

 the queen of England ’s hat the man next door ’s car 

Pronominal clitics: viu vuole 

 Pedro o- vois Mario dar 

 Só o   Jean le-    -glie -lo 

 Só o Pedro o- viu. Jean le- vois. Mario vuole dar -glie -lo. 

 only ART Pedro him saw Jean it sees Mario wants to.give him it 

 Por.‘Only Pedro saw him.’ Fr.‘Jean sees it.’ It.‘Mario wants to give it to him.’ 

Clitic climbing/rising: ai 

 trató  J- en- bu 

 Luis las- de verresg 

 comerg deux 

 Luis las- trató de comer  J- en- ai bu deux verres 

 Luis them tried to eat.INF  I of.it have drunk two glasses 

 Sp.‘Luis tried to eat them.’ Fr.‘I drank two glasses of it.’ 

Clitic doubling: 

 puso llamaron 

 (le-) comida alG Ellos *(la-) aG 

 canarioG ellaG 

 (le-) puso comida al canario. Ellos *(la-) llamaron a ella. 

 him put.3sg food to.the canary  they her called.3pl to her 

 Sp.‘S/he gave food to the canary.’  Sp.‘They called her.’ 

Wackernagel/Second-position clitics: 

 -li  

 -yi Kad -ćeš 

 dhag -ndu guya gambira datig 

 ngadhay -joj -ih 

 dha -yi -ndu ngadhay guya gambira. Kad -liI -ćešII -jojIII -ihV dati? 

 eat -PST -2.NOM tasty fish yesterday when INT 2sg.FUT 3sg.f.DAT 3pl.ACC give 

 Ngiyambaa:‘You ate a tasty fish yesterday.’ SC.‘When will you give them to her?’ 

 


